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Some of .4merica's most pungent prose 
comes from the typewriters of those who 
compose our advertisements. Here are a 
few recent nuggets. 

-N.4TIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY. 
'PERFECT CIRCI.E PISTON RINGS. 

-4s pretty a pair of hands as 
Prrfun~es thal whisper, "Some- ever monkeyed with a wrench. 

One lovely has just passed by." -HINDS HONEY & ALMOND CREAJI. 
-D'ORSAY. 

The "turkey and plum pud- 
Let us tan your hide. ding" of tobacco cuisines. 

-'THE CHOSBY FRISI.4N FUR CO. - IV~.:L?STER CI(;AHS. 


